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Abstract

An effective conversion method was pro-
posed in the literature to obtain a lexi-
cal semantic space from a lexical seman-
tic graph, thus permitting to obtain Word-
Net embeddings from WordNets. In this
paper, we propose the exploitation of this
conversion methodology as the basis for
the comparative assessment of WordNets:
given two WordNets, their relative quality
in terms of capturing the lexical seman-
tics of a given language, can be assessed
by (i) converting each WordNet into the
corresponding semantic space (i.e. into
WordNet embeddings), (ii) evaluating the
resulting WordNet embeddings under the
typical semantic similarity prediction task
used to evaluate word embeddings in gen-
eral; and (iii) comparing the performance
in that task of the two word embeddings,
extracted from the two WordNets. A bet-
ter performance in that evaluation task re-
sults from the word embeddings that are
better at capturing the semantic similarity
of words, which, in turn, result from the
WordNet that is of higher quality at cap-
turing the semantics of words.

1 Introduction

Lexical semantics studies the semantic properties
of lexical units, and is often defined as the study of
word meaning. Given its importance, the compu-
tational representation of lexical meaning is a core
challenge in natural language processing (NLP).

Since the meaning of a word is strongly related
to the meaning of other words, the relations be-
tween words are a key ingredient for the repre-
sentation of their meaning. There have been dif-
ferent types of representations proposed for lexi-
cal semantics, which, in general, can be viewed

as pertaining to one of three main family of rep-
resentations, namely semantic networks (Quillan,
1966), feature-based models (Minsky, 1975; Bo-
brow and Norman, 1975), and semantic spaces
(Harris, 1954; Osgood et al., 1957).

Semantic networks are a type of approach for
lexical semantics that is based on graphs. In a nut-
shell, a lexical unit, typically a word, is recorded
as a node in a graph while the semantic rela-
tions among words, such as hyponymy or syn-
onymy, etc., are recorded as labeled edges among
the nodes of the graph. One of the most popular
semantic networks is WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998).
It stands out as being a lexical semantics network
based on non trivial linguistic intuitions of human
experts.

Feature-based models representing lexical se-
mantics, in turn, resort to a hash table that stores
the lexical units as keys, and the semantically re-
lated units as the respective values. Small World
of Words (De Deyne et al., 2013) is an example
of such a model. In its development, the seman-
tic features (related words) of a lexical entry can
be obtained straightforwardly from laypersons by
using the lexical entry as a cue to evoke possible
words associated to it.

Finally, in semantic spaces, the meaning of a
lexical unit is represented as a vector in a high
dimension space — also known as word embed-
ding —, typically obtained on the basis of the
frequency of its co-occurrence with other lexical
units, resorting to a large collection of documents.
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) is an example of
a method to obtain semantic spaces.

Bridging between these different types of lexi-
cal meaning representations is instrumental for a
wider use of all the existing lexical semantics re-
sources. Unifying this knowledge in one lexical
semantic representation would carry an immediate
impact across a range of NLP tasks.

An existing form of (partial) bridging is ob-
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tained with the conversion of one type of repre-
sentation to another as in (Saedi et al., 2018), with
the wnet2vec methodology. Wnet2vec permits the
conversion from lexical semantic networks to lex-
ical semantic spaces, termed as WordNet embed-
dings.

The success of this type conversion can be mea-
sured by using the typical semantic space evalua-
tion process. That is obtained by comparing the
semantic similarity scores between the vectors of
words arranged in pairs against the gold scores of
semantic similarity among the words in the pairs,
which were obtained from human subjects.

The evaluation of the semantic similarity task
based on the semantic space wnet2vec used the
SimLex-999 (Hill et al., 2016), a mainstream
semantic similarity data set composed of 999
pairs of words with a correspondent similarity
strength value. Semantic similarity detection with
wnet2vec (Saedi et al., 2018) shows an almost
20% superior result against a strong baseline,
namely Google’s word2vec semantic space, which
is trained on a very large collection of 100 Billion
token texts.

Our goal in the present paper is to propose the
exploitation of this conversion methodology as the
basis for the comparative assessment of Word-
Nets: Given two WordNets, for the same lan-
guage, their relative quality in terms of captur-
ing the lexical semantics of that language, can
be assessed by (i) converting each WordNet into
the corresponding semantic space (i.e. WordNet
embeddings), (ii) evaluating the resulting embed-
dings in the semantic similarity prediction task;
and (iii) comparing the performance in that task of
the two word embeddings, extracted from the two
WordNets. A better performance results from the
word embeddings that better capture the semantic
similarity of words, which, in turn, results from
the WordNet that is of higher quality at capturing
the semantics of words.

In order to illustrate this proposed methodol-
ogy for the comparative assessment of WordNets
with a first exercise with its application, we re-
sort to two WordNets of the same language, Por-
tuguese, developed under two distinct methodolo-
gies, namely MWN.PT — hand-crafted — and
OWN-PT — built (semi-)automatically.

The next Section 2 reports on the conversion of
the hand-crafted WordNet to the respective Word-
Net embeddings and on the performance of the

latter in the semantic similarity prediction task.
The following Section the same exercise is un-
dertaken but now with the WordNet built (semi-
)automatically. Sections 4 and 5 present, respec-
tively, the discussion of the results and the related
work. The conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2 Embeddings from hand-crafted
WordNet

The MultiWordnet of Portuguese (MWN.PT) is
developed under the same methodological princi-
ples as the seminal Princeton English Wordnet —
including the resorting to manually validated rep-
resentations. Its synsets are aligned with the trans-
lationally equivalent synsets in Princeton Word-
Net. It is available from ELRA-European Lan-
guage Resources Association.1 Besides the dif-
ference in the language covered, MWN.PT differ-
entiates to Princeton WordNet by being smaller,
encompassing 17k concepts/synsets (against over
120k of Princeton), by encoding only synonymy
and hyponymy/hypernymy (against some 25 se-
mantics relations in Princeton WordNet), and by
including only nouns (against all open categories),
and includes mostly the sub-ontologies of Per-
son, Organization, Event, Location and Art works.
Hence, it offered interesting contrasting condi-
tions to proceed with an empirical study of the
strength of the wnet2vec methodology when ap-
plied to quite different and more challenging em-
pirical settings than the one originally resorted to
in (Saedi et al., 2018) to convert the Princeton
WordNet into its WordNet embeddings.

To obtain word embeddings, the mainstream
methods have used the frequency of co-occurrence
in large corpora between the target word and its
neighboring words to construct the respective vec-
tor. Instead of texts and the frequency of co-
occurrence between words, wnet2vec resorts to
lexical semantics graphs and the knowledge en-
coded in them, using the semantic networks as
the empirical source to obtain the vectors of the
corresponding semantic space. The key insight in
the conversion process is that a stronger semantic
affinity between two lexical units is found between
nodes that are closer and have a higher number of
connecting paths.

1MWNT.PT was obtained from http://
catalogue-old.elra.info/product_info.
php?cPath=42_45&products_id=1101&
language=en
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In a nutshell, the wnet2vec methodology starts
by creating a matrix with all of the possible se-
mantic relations between all the words, resulting
in an adjacency matrix M . Then it populates each
cell Mij of the matrix resorting to a WordNet, in
the present experiment MWN.PT, as the seman-
tic graph G. Each cell Mij is set to 1 if and
only if there is a direct edge between synsets in-
cluding the two words wordi and wordj the cell
encodes/represents. Words present in the same
synset have a synonym relation and thus are as-
signed a value of 1. If there is no edge between
the two words that cell is set to 0.

For all nodes not directly connected, that is con-
nected through other nodes in between, the repre-
sentation of their affinity strength is obtained by
following the cumulative iteration:

Mn
G = I + αM + α2M2 + . . .+ αnMn (1)

Mn is the matrix where every two words,wordi
and wordj , are transitively related by n edges. I
represents the identity matrix and α is used as a
decay factor for longer paths.

The iteration converges into the matrixMG, ob-
tained by an inverse matrix operation:

MG =
∞∑

e=0

(αM)e = (I − αM)−1 (2)

After the convergence, a Positive Point-wise
Mutual Information transformation (PMI+) is ap-
plied to reduce the frequency bias, followed by an
L2-norm to normalize each line of MG, and fi-
nally, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is
applied to reduce the dimension of the vectors.
Further details on this conversion can be found in
(Saedi et al., 2018).

2.1 From the semantic graph to a
corresponding semantic space

When converted to a semantic space and the re-
sulting semantic space is evaluated on the se-
mantic similarity task with SimLex-999, Prince-
ton WordNet supports a wnet2vec whose perfor-
mance has an accuracy score of 0.50 in terms of
Spearman’s coefficient (Saedi et al., 2018). On the
same task and testing dataset, Google’s word2vec
semantic space, used as the baseline, obtains 0.44
accuracy score.

While the semantic space obtained from the
English WordNet was evaluated with the original
SimLex-999 dataset, given we are handling here

Portuguese instead, we resort to LX-SimLex-999
(Querido et al., 2017), which resulted from the
translation of SimLex-999 into Portuguese.2

And while the corpus-based baseline for En-
glish was the Google’s word2vec semantic space,
for the corpus-based baseline here, we resort LX-
DSemVectors 2.2b (Rodrigues and Branco, 2018)
for Portuguese that also uses word2vec learning
tools.3 This semantic space was trained over a
collection of text with more than 2 Billion to-
kens and obtains state-of-the-art results in a wide
range of test datasets, including the LX-SimLex-
999. Its best-reported accuracy score with this
testing dataset is 0.35, in terms of Spearman’s co-
efficient. All evaluations use the cosine distance
measure between the vectors.

We use the same settings as in the experiment
with the English WordNet, using here a decay fac-
tor of 0.75 and all available semantic relations be-
ing taken into account. The dimensions of the em-
beddings were kept at 850, the best-reported size.
In the experiment with English, only 60k of the
over 120k synsets in Princeton WordNet were used
due to memory footprint limitations. No such re-
duction was necessary for the MWN.PT conver-
sion due to the smaller size (17k synsets) of this
semantic graph.

Our experiments were performed with an Intel
Xeon E5-2640 V2 with 2 CPUs, each CPU has 8
cores. The training resorted to an upper bound of
120GB of memory and took 2 days.

2.2 Results

The result obtained with the WordNet embeddings
obtained from MWN.PT using wnet2vec method-
ology can be found in Table 1, together with the
score of the baseline. The graph-based semantic
space obtained from 15886 words with wnet2vec
is 11 percentage points better than the corpus-
based baseline obtained from 2.2B words with
word2vec.

Given the difference in the size of their vo-
cabularies, the number of similarity pairs with
unknown words differs among the two semantic
spaces. The LX-DsemVectors 2.2b, trained on
more than 2 Billion tokens, covers almost all of the
words of the 999 pairs, with only 3.5% pairs with
unknown words. The semantic space obtained

2Obtained from https://github.com/
nlx-group/LX-DSemVectors

3Obtained from http://lxcenter.di.fc.ul.
pt/datasets/models/2.2b/
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with the MWN.PT has a coverage with 74.9%
pairs with unknown words.

Lexical Semantic Model Similarity
MWN.PT (wnet2vec) 0.4643
LX-DSemVectors 2.2b (word2vec) 0.3502

Table 1: Performance in the semantic similarity
task over the LX-SimLex-999, given by Spear-
man’s coefficient (higher score is better).

3 Embeddings from (semi-)automatic
WordNet

Given the lessons learned with the creation of a
semantic space from the MWN.PT, in the second
phase of our experiments we applied the same con-
version methodology to another Portuguese Word-
Net, the OpenWordnet-PT (OWN-PT) (de Paiva et
al., 2012).

While MWN.PT was built manually by resort-
ing to human experts labor, OWN-PT is differ-
ent in that it resorts to (semi-)automatic and ma-
chine learning methodologies, and has a dimen-
sion that is over three times larger — over 54k
words (against over 15k in MWN.PT) —, thus of-
fering an interesting case for empirical study.

We resorted to OpenWordnet-PT in the LMF
format (Vossen et al., 2013), whose last release
in this format we found is from October 2018.
To reuse the scripts ready for the conversion to
wordnet2vec, we converted this LMF format into
a Princeton WNDB format, having retained 54390
words.4 This conversion was done by iterat-
ing over the lexicon and keeping track of lex-
ical entries and their lemmas and senses, ac-
cording to a unique id to differentiate between
them, and also keeping a log of the semantic re-
lations between synsets. Only two semantic re-
lations present in OWN-PT are not represented
in the final converted network, due to them not
being present in the Princeton WNDB format5.
Those two semantic relations are ”exemplifies”
and ”is exemplified by”.6

For the sake of comparability, and given the dif-
ferent sizes of the two WordNets for Portuguese,
three experiments were performed with OWN-PT.

4https://wordnet.princeton.edu/documentation/wndb5wn
5All semantic relations from Princeton WNDB (https:

//wordnet.princeton.edu/documentation/
wninput5wn) were resorted to

6This script is available from https://github.com/
nlx-group/WordNet-Format-Conversion

In a first experiment, the 54390 words of OWN-
PT in the WNDB format were used.

In a second experiment, a subset of OWN-PT
was selected with the same number of words of
MWN.PT (15886). The words that are common to
both WordNets were selected. Given that not all
of the MWN.PT words exist in the OWN-PT, fur-
ther words were selected from OWN-PT to attain
the aimed dimension. Remaining synsets were or-
dered from the ones with more outgoing edges to
less outgoing edges and the words from the more
connected synsets were selected until the intended
dimension was reached. In previous experiments
with English (Saedi et al., 2018), it became appar-
ent that selecting words from synsets with more
outgoing edges leads to semantic spaces with bet-
ter performance in the semantic similarity task.

In a third experiment, a subset of equal dimen-
sion to the MWN.PT set was again extracted, this
time with the simpler methodology of the second
part of the selection undertaken in the second ex-
periment: synsets were ordered from the ones with
more to less outgoing edges and the words from
the more connected synsets were selected until the
intended dimension was reached.

Table 2 presents the scores obtained in these ex-
periments.

4 Discussion

The result of these experiments with MWN.PT is
in line with the results of the experiments with En-
glish (Saedi et al., 2018), even though now the
experiment was with another language and with
WordNets that are quite different in dimension
and coverage than the English one. When evalu-
ated in the semantic similarity task with a main-
stream test dataset, the semantic space obtained
from a concept-based semantic network with
wnet2vec methodology outperforms the strong
baseline consisting of a semantic space obtained
from mainstream corpus-based methods, namely
with word2vec trained with a very large collection
of text, with 2.2B tokens in the present case.

The results of the subsequent experiments with
OWN-PT are also in line with those findings.
Even though it was built with a methodology re-
sorting to heuristics and (semi-)automatics meth-
ods, the semantic space obtained from a second
concept-based semantic network of Portuguese
with wnet2vec methodology also outperforms the
same strong baseline.
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WordNet Similarity Words
MWN.PT 0.4643 15886
OWN-PT All words (1st experiment) 0.3124 54390
OWN-PT Same size, common words w/ MWN.PT (2nd exp.) 0.4060 15886
OWN-PT Same size, synsets w/ more relations (3rd exp.) 0.4020 15886

Table 2: Performance of the models obtained from the conversion of MWN.PT and OWN-PT WordNets
over LX-SimLex-999 given by Spearman’s coefficient (higher score is better).

In this connection, we offer the observation that
when a subset of the English WordNet was ex-
perimented using a number of synsets (25k) that
is closer to our experiments reported here, a 0.45
score was obtained (against 0.53 with 60k synsets)
(Saedi et al., 2018). This may indicate that im-
proving the existing WordNets of Portuguese with
a larger number of lexical units and relations may
bring even better performance.

Additionally, the results of the experiments
reported above suggest that when using the
wnet2vec methodology to obtain a semantic space
from a semantic graph, under comparable exper-
imental circumstances (i.e. over 15k words that
hold higher number of relations), 15% better se-
mantic similarity performance scores are obtained
with a manually crafted WordNet — 0.46 with
MWN.PT — than with a WordNet obtained (semi-
) automatically — 0.40 with OWN-PT.

This is in line with what is expected given the
noise introduced by the (semi-)automatic methods
used in the construction of WordNets. What is new
with respect to the methodology proposed here is
that there is now a quantitative way to assess the
difference between WordNets in what concerns
their different quality at capturing the semantics
of words.

5 Related work

A proposal for the conversion from the Princeton
WordNet to a semantic space different from the
one used here can be found in (Goikoetxea et al.,
2015). That is different in that in this other pro-
posal the conversion from semantic graph to se-
mantic space is not direct. First, a synthetic cor-
pus is generated by a random walk in the Word-
Net. Then on the basis of that artificial text, com-
mon corpus-based techniques are used to obtain
the word embeddings.

In (Gonçalo Oliveira, 2018), in turn, another ap-
proach was used to obtain a semantic space from
Portuguese semantic networks also resorting to a

random walk but, differently from the approach
mentioned above, via direct conversion. Instead of
using a concept-based semantic network (Word-
Net) as in our study reported here, semantic net-
works based on words only (no synsets) were used
and converted to semantic spaces. Also, a different
method than ours was used, a random walk with
30 iterations.

Although these differences render the results
not comparable, it may be still interesting to draft
some observations with the necessary caution and
grains of salt. The best accuracy score reported
in (Gonçalo Oliveira, 2018) with LX-SimLex-999
is 0.61 in terms of Spearman’s coefficient. This
score is obtained with a network with more than
200k words, more than ten times larger than the
network used in our study reported here, with ap-
proximately 17k synsets.

The system that, in turn, is reported there as
having a performance score of 0.45, in line with
the score of 0.46 we found here for a 17k network,
was trained over a network five times larger than
the one used here. This may be another sign of
the higher quality of (hand-crafted) WordNets at
recording the lexical semantics of words.

In future work, it will be interesting to under-
take further experiments to try to understand to
what extent the strength of the findings reported
here are due to intrinsic strength of the conversion
algorithm adopted here or to the intrinsic quality
of the semantic networks used, or just of a bit of
both factors and of their combination.

6 Conclusions

In a previous study in the literature (Saedi et al.,
2018), a conversion method (wnet2vec) was ex-
plored to obtain a semantic space (aka word em-
beddings) from a semantic graph, by applying it to
the English Princeton WordNet. The WordNet em-
beddings wnet2vec thus generated, on the basis of
60k synsets, outperforms a strong baseline which
is a corpus-based word embedding word2vec,
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based on 100B words. It outperforms in the se-
mantic similarity detection task over the main-
stream SimLex-999 test dataset, with an accuracy
score of 0.50 against 0.44 in terms of Spearman’s
coefficient, for wnet2vec and word2vec respec-
tively .

In the present paper, we experimented with this
conversion method under further empirical condi-
tions. We applied it over a WordNet manually built
under the same construction principles as Prince-
ton WordNet (over 120k synsets) only that it is
more than seven times smaller (17k synsets) and
is for another language, namely Portuguese. We
experimented also with another WordNet for Por-
tuguese but constructed under an alternative ap-
proach that resorts to (semi-) automatic methods.

The WordNet embeddings obtained were tested
under the semantic similarity task over the Por-
tuguese translation of the mainstream SimLex-
999 test dataset (Querido et al., 2017). The
baseline was the word embeddings obtained with
the corpus-based word2vec procedure over a
2.2B words corpus of Portuguese (Rodrigues and
Branco, 2018).

The results obtained are in line with earlier find-
ings. The wnet2vec conversion method to obtain
a semantic space from a semantic network is very
effective.

The semantic similarity detectors based on
word embeddings wnet2vec — obtained from any
of the WordNets experimented with in this paper
— outperform the strong baseline detector based
on the corpus-based word embeddings word2vec.

The semantic similarity detector based on the
manually built WordNet, in turn, outperformed
the detector based on the WordNet that was built
(semi-) automatically. These results suggest that,
when using the wnet2vec methodology to obtain
a semantic space from a semantic graph, under
comparable experimental circumstances, better se-
mantic similarity performance scores are obtained
with a manually crafted WordNet rather than with
a WordNet obtained (semi-) automatically. This
is as expected given the noise introduced by au-
tomatic methods. What is new with respect to
the assessment methodology proposed here is that
it offers a new quantitative way to evaluate the
difference between WordNets in what concerns
their different quality at capturing the meaning of
words.
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